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EQUILIBRIUM STATES OF GRID FUNCTIONS

BY

NELSON G. MARKLEY AND MICHAEL E. PAUL

Abstract. It is well known that locally constant functions on symbolic spaces have

unique equilibrium states. In this paper we investigate the nature of equilibrium

states for a type of continuous function which need not have a finite range. Although

most of these functions have a unique equilibrium state, phase transitions or

multiple equilibrium states do occur and can be analyzed.

Introduction. The study of equilibrium states and phase transitions is a major

theme of modern statistical physics. This paper examines the equilibrium states for a

class of functions which have their roots in Fisher's work on condensation [1]. The

nature of our paper, however, is entirely mathematical.

At each integer (site) we allow p different possible behaviors, e.g. spin values or

occupation numbers. The configuration space Qp consists of all bisequences on the

symbols I,...,p. Shifting the indexing one unit to the left defines a natural

transformation a on üp. The transformation group (üp, a) is usually called the full

shift on /^-symbols. Let A be a closed a-invariant (aX = X) subset of ß . We will

consider a class of continuous functions which are zero on X, have a finite range off

certain open sets, and depend only on the terms with nonnegative indices in a

bisequence. Because of the latter property we can delete the negatively indexed terms

and work with sequences. In particular the Ruelle operator will play an important

role.

The equilibrium states investigated by Hofbauer [2] fall into our general context.

In his paper X is the bisequence of all l's, and given a sequence the value of the

function is determined by the number of consecutive l's beginning at the Oth

coordinate. His work includes the existence of functions whose only equilibrium

state is a point mass. Independently the authors [4] also found such examples in a

preliminary investigation of the following problem: Given X, do there exist func-

tions whose equilibrium states are precisely the maximal measures on X, i.e. the

measures supported on X with entropy equal to the topological entropy of X. This

problem and the spirit of Hofbauer's results are the fountainhead of the present

paper.

The initial three sections contain results for arbitrary closed subspaces. First we

use Israel's Theorem to give an affirmative answer to the above problem and to show

that phase transitions always occur in a space of grid functions. In particular, there

are grid functions for which the equilibrium states are the closed convex hull of the
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maximal measures and one measure supported off X. Because these functions vanish

on X, the maximal measures are equilibrium states if and only if the pressure equals

the topological entropy of X. When the pressure is greater than the topological

entropy of X, we show that a grid function satisfies the Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius

condition and hence behaves very much like a locally constant function.

The last four sections are devoted to more detailed results when A1 is a subshift of

finite type given by a 0-1 matrix. The main idea in these sections is to exploit the

connection between a grid function and an associated matrix valued analytic

function of one complex variable. In §6 we explicitly calculate the positive eigen-

function for the Ruelle operator when the pressure is greater than the topological

entropy of X. In the last section we isolate a special class of grid functions whose

pressure equals the topological entropy of X. When we pass through these functions

in certain directions, the equilibrium states bifurcate in one of only two possible

ways, which we characterize analytically. In the last three sections only the barest

indication of the method of proof is given. For the reader who is interested detailed

proofs can be found in our Technical Report [5].

1. Grid functions. Consider the full two-sided shift a: ilp -» Qp. that is

w — ( vv ) G ß
V     nJn=-x p

provided wn E {l,2,...,p) for each integer n and a is defined by (aw)n = wn+x. As

usual Qp is given the product topology resulting from {l,...,p} being given the

discrete topology. The one-sided shift a: ß + -» ß + is defined similarly with typical

element w = (w„)J¡°=0. Given a block 77 = b0bx ■ • ■ b¡ of symbols from {1,... ,p), we

shall also refer to the cylinder B in Qp or ß + defined by

77 = {vv: w0wx ■ ■ ■ w, = b0bx ■ ■ ■ b,}.

Let 9H denote the set of probability measures on the Borel subsets of ß endowed

with the weak *-topology from C(Cip), the Banach space of continuous real valued

functions on ß^ with the supremum norm INI«,. Also let 911(a) denote the a-

invariant elements of 911, and define 91c+ and 9H+(a) analogously for tip . By

deleting the terms with negative index from points in Qp, C(üp ) may be viewed in a

natural way as a closed subspace of C(üp). It is easy to see that restricting ju, in

■311(a) to C(Slp ) induces a bijection between 911(a) and 91t+(a) which preserves

entropy.

If/is an element of C(ßp) then the pressure of/, denoted by P(f), is determined

by

P(f)=   max    \ffdp + s(p)\,

where s(p) is the measure theoretic entropy of p. In other words, for our purpose it

is convenient to use the variational principle to define pressure. A complete account

of this principle can be found in Walters [9]. It is well known that the pressure

function is convex and continuous, in fact, \P(f) — P(g)\< ll/~ g-II00. The set of

equilibrium states for/ G C(Qp), denoted by 1(f), is determined by

/(/)= {/i G 911(a): P(f)=ffdp + s(p)}.
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Because a is expansive, I(f)¥= 0. It is well known that if / is locally constant

(continuous with finite range) then 1(f) contains exactly one measure and this

measure is positive on open sets [8].

Let K be a separable Banach space and let Q: V -» R be a convex continuous real

valued function. A linear functional a: V -> R is called tangent to Q at x G Vií

Q(x + y) ^Q(x) + a(y)

for all y E V. A linear functional a is called g-bounded if there exists c E R such

that a — c < Q. The following results are discussed in Ruelle [6, Appendix A.3].

I. At each x in V the set of tangent functionals is a nonempty subset of V*, the

dual space of V. In particular, each tangent functional is continuous.

II. The set of x in V such that there is only one tangent functional is residual

(theorem of Mazur).

III. Given any x G V, the set

{a E V* : a is tangent to Q at x)

is the closed convex hull (for the weak *-topology of the set of limits

a =  hm an
n-*oo

where an is the only tangent functional to Q at xn and lim„^00x„ = x (theorem of

Lanford and Robinson).

IV. Given e > 0, if a0 G V* is (7-bounded and W is a closed subspace of V, then

there is a E V* such that a is tangent to Q at some point w E W and such that

||(a — a0) | W || < e (theorem of Israel).

These results all apply to the pressure function P and it is well known that the

equilibrium states for / and the tangent functionals to P at / coincide (see Ruelle

[6,6.14]).
Now let A be a subshift of ß^, i.e. A is a closed nonempty a-invariant subset of

üp. Consider a partition 9 = {p(X), M0, Mx,...} of ß + satisfying the following

conditions:

(a) p(X) = {x E ß+ : 3vv G A with x = w0wxw2 • • • },

(b) each Mn is closed and open, n = 0,1,2,...,

(c) limn_aoMn — p(X), where the limit is taken with respect to the Hausdorff

metric on the closed subsets of ß^ ,

(d) there exists K0 such that if 77 is any cylinder set coming from a block 77 whose

length is larger than KQ and such that 77 n p(X) — 0, then there exists j(B) such

that B E Mj{B),

(e) for each positive integer s there is a length l0(s) > KQ such that y(77) > s

whenever 77 = B'b¡ = b0bx ■ ■ ■ b¡_, b, is a block with / > l0(s), 77 n p( A') = 0, and

77' D p(X)^ 0.

An example of such a partition results from setting

Mn= {x Eü¿ :3w E X3 w0wx ■■■wn_x = x0xx ■ ■ ■ xn_x

& $w E X 3 w0wx ■ ■ ■ wn = x0xx ■ ■ ■ xn).
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Let 9 be any partition satisfying (a) through (e) and consider the closed subspace

@(X,9)E C(ß+ )CC(Û,) defined by

ê(X,9) = \g= 2 anxMy  lim a, = of.
L     „=o "-00 J

We will call Q(X,9) the set of grid functions associated with X and 9.

Throughout the rest of this paper X will be a subshift of ilp and 9 will be a

partition satisfying (a) through (e). Let h(X) denote the topological entropy of X

and set 'Úíi(X) = f> G 911(a): ii(A) = 1 «Mm) = *(*)}■

Theorem 1.1. There exists f E §(X,9) such that P(f) = h(X)andI(f) = 911(A).

Proof. We will apply Israel's Theorem to the pressure with V= C(üp) and

W=§(X, 9). Let e = {- and ot0 E 911(a) such that ot0(X) = I. Then there exist

fE§(X,9) and a G C(Slp)* such that a is tangent to P at/(in particular, a E 1(f)

C 911(a)) and such that

|(«-^){*)j.<j

for all g G §(A, 9) with Hgll^ < 1. First we will show that a(X) > 0. If a(X) = 0,

then we can find / such that a(U'=0M(.) > i Letting g = I',=0xMi E §(X, <3>), we

have the contradiction that II g II ̂  = 1 and (a — a0)(g) = ag > {.

Next we show that 9tt(À") D I(f)¥= 0. Since 1(f) is a Choquet simplex and

a( X) > 0, the ergodic decomposition of a must contain an ergodic measure jtt in

1(f) with p( X) > 0. Then clearly p E 9tl( A). It follows that P(f) = h(X).

Finally consider/ E@(X,9) defined by

f — f — \      1

i = 0

Since /< /, />(/) < P(/). But f\ X = 0 = f\ X, so the equilibrium states for / are

precisely those equilibrium states for / which are supported entirely on X. Conse-

quently P(f) = h(X) and 1(f) = 911(A).

Theorem 1.2. There exists fE§(X, 9) such that <Û\l(X) E 1(f) and 91L(A) *=

1(f).

Proof. We again apply Israel's Theorem with V = C(ttp) and W - §(X, 9). This

time let e = \ and let a0 be an element of 911(a) such that a0(X) = {. Then there

exist/ G Q(X, 9) and a E C(ßp)* such that a is tangent to P at/and such that

\(<*-a0)(g)\<\

for all g G §(X, <3>) with HgH^ < 1. Choose / so that a0(UÍ=0(A/,)) > ¿ and set

g - 2Í=oXa/, e S( A-, <?). If a( A) = 1, then (a0 - «)(g) = a0(g) > ¿, a contradic-

tion. If a(A) = 0, find s so that a(U;=1M,)>| and let h = -lsi=xxMi- Then

(a0 — a)(h) > - 2 + I = 4» another contradiction. Thus 0 < a(X) < I.

These theorems admit the following generalization: Let <b: X -» Abe an expansive

Z-action, A is a compact metric space. Let Y ¥= 0 be a closed ^-invariant subset of

X. Then there exists a continuous real valued function/defined on A such that:
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(i)/=0on Y,

(ii) P( f ) = topological entropy of Y,

(iii) I(f)= {p: p is «^-invariant, p(Y) = 1, s(p) = topological entropy of Y).

If there is a «^-invariant measure not supported on Y, then there exists / such that

(i) and (ii) hold but (iii) is false.

We see from the Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 that degenerate equilibrium states and

phase transition occur in Q(X, 9), neither of which occurs for locally constant

functions. The goal of this paper is to understand the occurrence of these phenom-

ena in §(X, 9).

2. Eigenmeasures. Given g G C(Qp ), define the Ruelle operator Ê = £ : C(üp )

- C(0; ) by

(£/)(*)=     2    e^f(y),
yGoX'x

where a denotes the one-sided shift a: ß^ -> ß + ,(ox)n = x„+x, n 3= 0. Applying the

Schauder-Tychonoff fixed point theorem to the continuous map p -» £,*p/(t*p)(l)

of 91L+ into 91t+ yields v E 9lt+ and X > 0 such that £*j> = Xv and we will call such

a measure v an eigenmeasure.

Proposition 2.1. Suppose v is an eigenmeasure.

(i) If A is open or closed in ß+ and satisfies a~x(a(A)) = A, then v(A) = 0 if and

only if v(a(A)) = 0.

(ii) If A is a nonempty open set, then v(A) > 0.

(iii) If F is a closed subset of Sl¿ andv(F) = 0, then v(a~k(F)) = 0forallk> 0.

(iv) If F is a closed subset of £ip such that o(F) E F and i>(F) = 0, then

V(o'(F)) = Qforalll.

Proof, (i) Let E} = {x: x0 =j) for 1 =£y =£ p. Then Xahe IS tne pointwise limit of

continuous functions and thus

\p(A n Ej) = XfxAnEjdv = jZxAnE,dv = fe^XaA(x) dv

because jx E A if and only if x E oA. Therefore v(A n Ef) = 0 if and only if

v(oA) = 0.

(ii) Without loss of generality we assume that A is a cylinder. Let 77 be any

cylinder such that v(B) > 0. Define AB = {x: x E A and asx G B), where s is the

length oiA. Then

\>v(AB) = \>fxABdr= ¡ZsXAB(x)dv,

where the integrand is positive on the set B. Thus v(A) > v(AB) > 0.

(iii) Let A = a~x(F) and use (i).

(iv) This follows immediately from (iii) and the proof is finished.

Proposition 2.2. Let /G C(ß* ). Then there is an eigenmeasure v E 91L+ such

thattfv = enf)v.

Proof. If / were locally constant, then this proposition would follow from the

Perron-Frobenius Theorem. A proof which covers the case that / is locally constant
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can be found in Walters [9], Given an arbitrary/G C(Slp ), let/, be a sequence of

locally constant functions converging in the supremum norm to/, and let Xn = eP(in).

Since pressure is a continuous function on C(Qp ), it follows that lim Xn = X = eP(/).

For each n, let vn E 91L+ satisfy t*vn = Xnvn, and without losss of generality suppose

that the vn converge in 91L+ to v. To see that tfv - Xv, let h E C(ß + ). Then

jtfh dv - XJh dv lim
n-* oo

lim
«-♦00

lim
n-»oo

ftfhdv„-Xfhdvn

¡tfhdvn- fflfhdr„

j{tfh-tfh)dva

lim
n-»oo

ft, h dvn - Xfh dvn

+   lim  \Xn - X\ ¡hdvn

<  lim \\£fh-£fh\\x +
n —oo

= 0 + 0.

fhdv lim  |X„ — X|

The next lemma will be used in Theorem 2.4 and also in §3.

Lemma 2.3. Let g E §( X, 9) and let E be any cylinder of length N > K0 (where K0

comes from condition (d) on the partition 9) such that E D p(X) = 0. Now let B be

any cylinder with length I. If x and y in Qp agree in coordinates 0 through N — 1, then

£'Xbe(x) — £gXs£-(.y)- Thus we may define a constant K(B, E) by choosing any point

z E E and setting K(B, E) — £„Xs£(z)- Furthermore, if t*v = Xv, then v(BE) =

X~'K(B, E)v(E).

Proof. That (í'xbe(x) = E'XbeÍ^) follows from E having length larger that K0.

Also,

p(BE) = fxBEdp=-lJt'xBEdp=-t

The main result of this section is the following:

K(B,E)v(E).

Theorem 2.4. Let g E §(X, 9). IfP(g) > h( A), then there is exactly one v E 91t+

such that t*v = eP(g)v.

Proof. Proposition 2.2 asserts the existence of at least one such v E 91L+ . We

need to show that v is unique. Let X — eP(g) and choose y such that eh(
X)

a < y <

X. The definition of topological entropy then insures the existence of a positive

constant K such that for all n, the number of «-blocks appearing in A is less than

Ky". Therefore

1
"(P(X)) = JxPiX)(z) dv = ±ft%(x){z) dv

k(1)"v(p(X)).

Since y/X < 1 and n is arbitrary, it follows that v(p(X)) = 0, and then by Proposi-

tion 2.1  that f(a'p(A')) = 0 for all integers /. Now choose 0<e< 1  such that
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eX/y > 1 and then choose N0 > K0 (where K0 comes from condition (d) on the

partition 9) so that:

(i) The subshift of finite type X determined by the A0-blocks appearing in A has

topological entropy less than log y.

(ii) If 77 = b0bx ■ ■ ■ b¡ is any cylinder set whose length is larger than or equal to N0

with 77 n p(X) = 0 and b0bx • • • &,_, n p(X) ¥= 0 then exp(ajiBJ) < eX/y.

Let K now be any constant such that the number of zz-blocks in A is less than Ky"

for all n. Conditions (i) and (ii) imply that for>> G A, eg(y) < eX/y and thus

"(X) = Jxx(^) dp = ^/£"x*(*) dv

<%{^)\{X)^K^{X).

-
Therefore v( X) = 0. Now let

C = ! w G ß^ : w0 • • • wN, does not appear in X }.

Then v(\J°¡LQo-'X) = 0 implies that the set 5 = {w G ß+ : a"'w (1C^0 for

infinitely many positive integers «,} must satisfy v(S) — 1. Suppose now that

B = b0bx •••/>,_, is any cylinder set. Let C — U,_ ,C, where each C, is an A/0-block.

Applying Lemma 2.3 to each cylinder 77C, shows that v(BC:) is determined by ?P, g,

and v(C¡). But f(5) = 1 implies that every cylinder set 77 can be written as the

countable disjoint union of sets of the form BDC¡, along with a set of p-measure

zero. Thus v would be uniquely determined if the numbers {v(Ci)}'i=x were known.

Proposition 2.1 implies that v assigns positive measure to each cylinder C¡. But

C, = C,C, U CXC2 U ■ • • UCXC, U ■■■ UCfDCjU ■■■ ,

where each D is a block containing no C] as a sub-block, and the equality is true up

to a set of ^-measure zero. We then have the following set of equations:

v(Cx) =    Kxxv(Cx) + K]2v(C2) + ■■■ +KXLv(CL)

v(CL) = KLXv(Cx) + KL2v(C2) + ■■■ +KLLv(CL),

where each KtJ is a positive constant determined by 9 and g. Thus the vector

V = (v(Cx),v(C2),...,v(CL)) is a strictly positive eigenvector of the irreducible

matrix (KiJ). Therefore Fis determined up to a scalar. But we may decompose ß^

into sets of the form AC,, and therefore Kß^ ) = 1 = S^i^KCj). where the e, are

constants determined by 9 and g. Therefore V is determined solely by i'P and g, and

so v is unique.

3. Characterization of RPF grid functions. Given g G C(üp ), one says that g

satisfies the Ruelle-Perron-Frobenius (RPF) condition provided that there exists

A>0, 77GC(ß+) with 77 >0 and v E 91L+ such that tgH = X77, £*i> = Xv,

¡Hdv = 1, and

lim \\X-"ñ;(f)-(ffdv)H\\x=0
n-* oo

for all/in C(ß^ ). The following theorem appears in Hofbauer [2].
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Theorem. Let g E C(Q,p ) satisfy the RPF condition. Then p — Hv is the only

a-invariant measure on Qp such that P(g) = fgdp + s(p). Thus there is only one

measure p in 1(g) and p restricted to C(ß+ ) equals p.

The principal goal of this section is to establish that for g G §( X, 9), g satisfies

RPF if and only if P(g) > h(X). We shall also describe the structure of 7(g) when

the grid function g satisfies P(g) = h(X).

PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose that gGg(A, <3>) and P(g)>h(X). Then {A_"£"l:

n > 1} is a uniformly bounded and equicontinuous family of functions.

Proof. We shall use the same N0 and C as in the proof of Theorem 2.4. Given

x Eüp and n s* 0, partition a~"x as follows:

D0= {z Ea'nx:anz E C),

Dx = {zEo-"x:o"-xzEC}-D0,

'■

Dj = {z E a-"x: a"^z E C) -  1J D„
i=0

:
*

Dn={zEo-»x:zEC}-  U A,

7=0

Dn+x = \zEo-"x:zE Ù Dyi.

Let M be the maximum of expOlgll^) and the numbers ||£'1/A'||00,1 «C z < zV0, and

let n be any positive integer larger than zV0. Then for all N0 < i < n + 1 the

following estimate holds:

\\£Di v(c)       x   \ y I

where C is chosen from {G}L, so as to maximize v(a~("^')Cj)/v(CJ). (For i = n + 1,

the right-hand side of (*) can be replaced by A'e".) To see that (*) is valid, let z be a

typical point in D¡. Then z has the form z = ACjBx, where A has length n — i, C

comes from the set {C,},L=1, and B has length i — N0. In addition, 77 has the property

that the only sub-block of CjBx0xx ■ ■ ■ xN _, which comes from {C,}j-= x is the initial

block C. Then by Lemma 2.3

giACJBx)+gi»ACJBx)+ ■■■-t-gio"-'-'ACjBx) _ \n~i_h_¿]_ .

and also

egio"-,ACJBX)+.+gia"-'ACJBx) ^ ellgll„| £^ j ^ Ml £A

y ; \ y
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Thus

r - 1l                                 „ .         l   v(AC,)     I f\ ,
i_egU)+gi°z)+-+gi°"~'z) <-L_l_j—m\ — I

X" x  v(Cj)     \ y

Now fix Cj and 77 but let A vary over all (n — i) blocks:

i i  v(o~("~')c\     I   \\'~'
_L y pgiAC1Bx)+-+gio^'ACJBx) ^ ±_S_J-1m\ —

The condition satisfied by the block CjBx0xx ■ ■ ■ xN¡¡_x implies in particular that 77

must appear in the subshift of finite type X, hence the number of possible choices

for 77 is less than Ky'~N°. Therefore,

1                                          ,               Ky'~N° »'(V("~')c)     / F\
J_V V pgiACJBx)+-+gio",AcJBx) *-£l_y_j-1m\ —

Vas a'      KC/)      \y

and since C comes from the set {C,}f=, we have shown that the estimate (*) holds.

Now let C denote the maximum value of {v(Cj)'x}y=x. Then for ; > Ny.

—   2  eg(z)+   •+s(0^'z) < (KLMC'y-(Nn~X)X)e¡~x.

For z = 0:

J-    V   pgiz)+--+gi°"-'z) = X> Hi_¿L < c'
x" A " a K«5)

where /I ranges over all possible zz-blocks and C is the initial A/0-block of jc.

For 1 < z < Ny. Suppose z G D¡. Then z has the form z = ACyx, where C- denotes

an initial segment of C. As before, let /I range over all possible blocks and then let

Cj range over its at most L possibilities to conclude that

—   V   eg(2)+"+gl°"  'Z)=er'/A7Xn    ¿j   e ~~ c L.1V1.

ZED,

Therefore,

£"1(jc)
Xn ,r0Unio, J

00

C + N0C'LM + (KLMC'y-(N»-X)X)     2    «'"'•
r=Az0+i

Since 0 < e < 1, {X_"£"l: zz > 1} is uniformly bounded.

To establish equicontinuity, take any two points x and y in ß^ and suppose that

they share their initial A0-blocks. Given any n, form the partitions of a'"x and a~"y

and note that

card D¡(x) -■ card D¡(y),       Q,«z'<»+1.
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For i> Ny

—       Y       pgiz)+-+gia"-'z)_L        Y       pgi¿)+--+gia"';)
X" ¿J \n ¿J        c

z£D,ix) A   feO,(y)

2 maxí ¿     2    e^x+-+g(°""*\±;     2    ë***'"**''
lA   z<=D,ix) A    feD,(.v)

'*>

«2(A'LMC'y-('v'i"1)X)£i

Therefore, given o > 0, choose A/(ô) so that

¿S

2 '
(2KLMCy~^X)    2    -,-*<?'■

i=AT(«)

Now use uniform continuity to find NX(S) > N0 such that for x and _y with the same

initial A:(o)-block, the finite set of differences of the form

_L|    giBx) + gioBx)+-   ■+gio'-'Bx) _     giBy) + giaBy)+   ■ ■ +gio'-xBv)\
\s\e e I

are all less than 8/2C'N(8)pN(S), where 77 is any block of length s, with s < N(8).

This establishes the equicontinuity of the family {X"£"l: zz > 1}.

Corollary 3.2. Let f E C(ilp ). Then the family {X~"t"f: n s* 1} is a uniformly

bounded and equicontinuous family of functions.

Proof. We assume first that/is the characteristic function of some cylinder 77, say

77 = b0bx ■ ■ ■ br Now redefine the subsets {D¡}"=¿ of a~"x by further demanding

that for all i, z E Di implies z0zx ■ ■ ■ z, = B. Call this new collection {7),} and then

carry through the same proof as in Proposition 3.1 to show that {X""£"/} is

bounded and equicontinuous. The truth of Corollary 3.2 for characteristic functions

of cylinders implies the truth for locally constant functions. Now let / be any

continuous function and let 5 > 0 be given. Choose a locally constant function /

suchthat || y" — y II oo <ö. Then

t"f(x)     £7»
X" X"

£^*)^s£"l(jO
\f-n~-^àrL**X" X"

Since X "£"1 is bounded and the corollary is known to be true for {X "£"/}, it

follows from the preceding inequalities that it must also hold for {X" "£"/}.

Proposition 3.3. Suppose g G g( A, 9) and P(g) > h(X). Then there exists 77 G

C(iïp ) such that 77 > 0 and ft H = XH. Furthermore, 77 is constant on any cylinder B

whose length is larger than K0 and such that B D p(X) = 0.

Remark 3.4. The existence of such a function 77 > 0 can be shown to imply its

uniqueness up to scalar multiples by using a device of Hofbauer [2]: namely, define

g = g + log 77 — log 77 o a — log X. Then g is in a class of functions discussed by

Walters [8], and his results guarantee the uniqueness of 77.
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Proof of Proposition 3.3. Since {X "£"1} is bounded and equicontinuous, it

follows that the family

,   1 + X"'£l    1 + X"'£l + X"2£21        1
1,-j-'-3-"••)

is also bounded and equicontinuous. Thus there exist n¡ and 77 in C(Qp ) such that

1 + X"'£l + • • • +\-"'£l      LJ-~,—;-77      -» 0
1 + «,

' 00

as t: -> oo, and a standard argument then shows that

£H(x) =XH(x).

Since £*p = Xv and v(l) = 1, it follows that v(H) = 1, and therefore that there is at

least one x such that H(x) > 0. But by uniform continuity there must be some block

B such that 77 > 0 on all points beginning with 77, and therefore for any point y we

could find N big enough so that H(y) = X~N£NH(y) > 0. Thus 77 > 0. For every

positive integer n, £"1 is constant on any cylinder 77 such that the length of 77 is

larger than A"0 and such that 77 n p(X) = 0. Thus 77 also has this property.

Proposition 3.5. Suppose g G §( A, 9) azzc7 P(g) > h(X). Let f G C(ß+ ). Then

X'"£"/ converges uniformly to v(f)H.

Proof. Let g = g + log 77 - log 77 ° a - log X. Then £|/ = (l/XnH)tnHf, and

so by Corollary 3.2 one sees that {£j/}^=1 is bounded and equicontinuous. Walters

[8], using an argument of Keane, shows that {£|/} equicontinuous implies that £|/

converges to v(Hf) in C(ß/ ). Thus X""£"/converges to v(f)H and the proof is

finished.

Theorem 3.6. Suppose g E §( X, 9). Then g satisfies the RPF condition if and only

ifP(g) > h(X). IfP(g) > h(X), then 1(g) = {Hv}.

Proof. We need only check that P(g) — h(X) implies that g cannot satisfy the

RPF condition. To see this, suppose that g does satisfy RPF. Then note that Hv is a

measure which assigns positive mass to any cylinder. But X is assumed to be a

proper subset of ß and so any measure in 9lC( X) must vanish on some cylinder. If

P(g) = h(X), then ^\i(X) E 1(g) and we have a contradiction.

Proposition 3.7. Let g E §(X, 9) and suppose that there exists an equilibrium

state pfor g such that p(X) = 0. Then p is the only such measure in 1(g) and hence p

is ergodic. (There may, of course, be other measures in 1(g).)

Proof. Suppose that there exist two distinct ergodic measures p and p in 7(g)

such that p(X) — p(X) = 0. Then there would have to be a cylinder set B0 such

that 770 n p(X) = 0 and p(B0) ^ p(B0). We may assume that the length of 770 is

larger than K0, and then define a new partition 9' — {p(X), Mq, M'x,...} where

Mq = {w: w E B0) and M¡ - (A/,_, - 770) for í > 1. It follows that 9" also satisfies

conditions (a) through (e), and so we may view g as being an element of §(X, 9').
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We now use result III from §1 and the ergodicity of p to conclude that there exist

gn E §( A, 9') satisfying:

(i) g„ -* S>
(ii) 7(g„) = {Hnv„}, where tgHH = ep^Hn and £*vn = eP(g^vn and 77„ is con-

stant on any cylinder B of length larger than K0 such that B D p( X) = 0,

(iii)lim„^007/>,, = p.

Without loss of generality we assume that the sequence vn converges to some

measure v. Then t*(v) = eP{g)v and for any cylinder 77 such that 77 fl p(X) = 0, z

E B implies £g77(z) = eP(g)H(z), where 77 is defined by 77(z) = lim^^T^z).

Note that 7/ is only defined on ß+ - p(X). Thus ju(77) = lim 77„(77)^(77) =

H(B)v(B) and for any block A,

p(AB) = H(AB)v(AB) = H(AB)K(A, B)v(B).

In particular, p(BAB) = K(BA, B)H(B)v(B). Now let 77 be the previously chosen

cylinder set 770 and apply a theorem of Kac [3] to conclude that

1 = f r(z)dp(z) = (2 specific numbers) H(B0)v(B0),
Bo

where r(z) denotes the first return to 770 function and the "specific numbers" are

determined entirely by g and 9'. Therefore it(770) = H(B0)v(B0) is determined, so

p(B0) = p(B0), and the proof is completed.

Another way of phrasing the preceding argument is that if p, p E 1(g) satisfy

p(X) = p(X) — 0, then it and p induce the same measure transformation on any

cylinder 77 such that 77 n p( X) = 0. Thus p = p. This can be compared to Walters

results [10] concerning the Hofbauer examples.

The following corollary is an immediate consequence of the preceding proposition

and Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 from §1.

Corollary 3.8. 7/g G §(X, 9) and P(g) - h(X), then either

(a) 7(g) = 911(A) or

(b) 1(g) — closed convex hull ofGJ\L(X) and the measure described in Proposition

3.7.

Furthermore, every proper subshift X of ß has functions gx, g2 E ê( X, 9 ) such that

I(gx) is as in (a) and I(g2) is as described in (b).

In Proposition 2.2 and only there have we used the fact that if g G §(X, 9) is

locally constant, then £* has ePig) as an eigenvalue for some eigenmeasure v E 91t+ .

This could have been avoided in the following way. Start with g locally constant and

without loss of generality assume that g(0) = 0, where Ö denotes the sequence of all

zeros. Let X = {5} and construct a partition 9 satisfying conditions (a) through (e)

with the further property that 9 is fine enough so that g E Q(X,9). Then the

Schauder-Tychonoff fixed-point theorem guarantees the existence of a real number X

and a measure v G 91L+ such that t*v — Xv. One then can easily show that X > 1, so

log X is larger than the topological entropy of X. Now use the proofs of §3 (which

rely on facts about g-measures) to conclude that P(g) — logX and that the unique

equilibrium state for g is p = 77v. This is then a roundabout way of establishing a
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well-known fact about the pressure of locally constant functions defined on full

shifts. While this is surely not the way to establish this well-known fact, it does show

how the theory of grid functions does in spirit include the facts about locally

constant functions.

4. Matrix partitions. Let A be a matrix subshift. In other words, there exists

a 0-1, p X p matrix A such that

X={wEüp:A(w„w¡+x)=lVi).

There is a natural partition on ß + associated with X, namely,

M0 = {x:A(x0,xx) = 0},

M, = {x:A(x0,xx) = I, A(xx,x2) = 0},

n-\

Mn = \x:   2 Axk, xk+x) = n, A(xn, xn+x) = 0
*=o

p(X)={x:A(x,,x,+ x) = lVi>0}.

We will assume that A(i, j) = 1 implies that there exists k such that A(k, i) = 1,

that is, if a symbol has a successor, it also has a predecessor. It follows that the

above p(X) coincides with p(A^) in §1. Moreover, it is easy to check that 9 —

{p(X), M0, Mx,...} satisfies conditions (a) through (e) from §1. Consequently all

the results in the preceding sections apply here. Under mild assumptions on A, P(g)

and 7(g) for g G §( X, 9) can be studied analytically; and the remaining sections are

devoted to describing more explicit information about P(g) and 7(g) in this context.

Let g G §(X, 9) and suppose v is an eigenmeasure for g, i.e. £*z» = Xv for some

X > 0. Using 7s, = {x: x0 — i) as in §2, define the following column vectors:

1 =

v(Ex)

'(*,)

v(M,HEx)

v(M,DEp)

iw(p(x)nEl)

v{p(x)nEp)

i>0,

Let sk = 2)=0cz7, and let / be the/? X p matrix of all ones.

Lemma 4.1. The following formulas hold:

(l)Xv0 = e°°(J-A)t,

(2)Xvk = e°'Avk_x,

(3)vk = es"Ak(J -A)£/Xk+X,

(4) £ = vx + l?=0e»Ak(J - A)^/Xk+X.
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Proof. First note that (3) is an obvious consequence of (1) and (2), and (4)

follows from (3) because

I =  "oo   +     2    ".

00

k = 0

To prove (1) we compute Xv(M0 n E¡) as follows:

X,(M0n£,) = .(£xMon£,(w))

= A   2 eg^xMonEi(jw)
W=l

= e°°vl 2 [1 - A(i, j)]xEj(w)
W=l

7=i

Similarly

Xp(M* n £,) 5= i'(eg(w)xw('H'))

/   > \
= ea'H   2^('.7)x«t.,n£>)

\/=l /

= ea'2^,7>(^_,n£,)

7-1

and this establishes (2).

Proposition 4.2. If vx =£0, then vx is an eigenvector of A belonging to X, i.e.,

A^ = x"x-

Before proving this we observe that

£X£/(h>) = eg^ = e«° 2 [1 - 4'', j)]xE(»)
7=1

CO P

+   2 e^lA(i,j)xMi_lnEl(^)
k=\        7=1

P

+  2 A>, j)xpix)nE,(">),
7=1
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and by the Monotone Convergence Theorem

Xv(Ei) = e«<>2 [l-A{i,ß\p(Ej)
7=1

_l    V   „a.   V    At ;     :\..t \a is   c \2 e^J, A(i, Mm,^ n Ej)
k=\        j=\

+ 2A(l,j)v(p(X)nEJ).

7=1

Proof. Using the above formula we can write

(CO \ 00

2 "* + "oo    = M = ea"(J -AH+  2 e°>Avk_x + A*m
k = 0 ' k=0. k = 0 I k = 0

= Xv0+   2 Krk + Avx
k=\

with the last inequality following from (1) and (2). Hence by cancellation X^ = Avx.

The topological entropy of X is log a where a is the maximal eigenvalue of A. It

follows from the above proposition that vx = 0 when X > a. (We gave a different

proof of this in §2.)

Consider the matrix valued analytic function

!(*)'=   2  ^zk+xAk(J-A).

k=o A

Since every entry in each term of the series is positive and each component of £ is

positive, it follows from (4) that the radius of convergence is at least one.

Moreover, equation (4) from Lemma 4.1 can now be written

(4) * = "„+£(!)€■

This suggests the possibility of using the analytic function

e
■**

G(z)=  2  ^~xzk+xAk(J-A),
k=o a

which depends only on A and g, to study 7(g). A brief synopsis of the results of this

program is presented in the remaining sections, and the complete proofs can be

found in the author's Technical Report [5]. A key ingredient in these arguments is

the structure of irreducible matrices for which Chapter 2 of Varga [7] is a satisfac-

tory source.

5. Block irreducible matrices. Let A be a nonzero p X p matrix. We will say A is

block irreducible if there exists a permutation matrix P such that

PAP' = diag{Rx,...,Rq)

and each 7?, is a square matrix which is either irreducible or zero. Without loss of

generality we can assume that R,: ¥= 0 for 1 .< i <q — 1. As before let a be the

maximum positive real eigenvalue and note that a equals the spectral radius of A.
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Let {cz„} be a sequence of real numbers converging to 0, and set

G(z)=  2 ^rxzk + xAk(J - A)
k = 0 a

where sk — I^qü^ The sequences {eSk} which arise this way are precisely the

positive real sequences {bk} such that

bk
lim 4^=1.

Theorem 5.1. If A is a block irreducible 0-1 matrix not equal to J, then the radius of

convergence of G(z) is I.

Proof. Use the structure of irreducible matrices and the ratio test.

Henceforth we will assume that A is a block-irreducible 0-1 matrix not equal to J.

We will use the notation z = re'6. Note that for 0 < r < 1 and 6 = 0, G(r) =£ 0 and

G(r) > 0. We define a real valued function r\ on (0,1) by setting t\(r) equal to the

maximum real eigenvalue of G(r). Clearly the function r¡(r) is strictly increasing on

(0,1) and there exists a unique £(r)>0 m R' such that 2f=1¿,(r) = 1 and

G(r)£(r) = n(r)î(r).

Now let A be the matrix subshift of ß^ determined by A  and let g(x) —

^=0"nXM„^^X,9).

Theorem 5.2. Let X be a real number. The following are equivalent:

(a) log X = P(g).

(b) There exists v E 9H such that £*v = Xv.
i \ ■> /    •   rm  i ,    -l/ni(c)X = a/min {1} U t? '(1).

Proof. It was shown in Proposition 2.2 that (a) implies (b). If (b) implies (c), then

(a) implies (c) and (c) implies (a) becomes a triviality. The rest of the proof is

devoted to (b) implies (c).

Suppose £*v = Xv and recall (4) from §4. It can be written

è = vx + G(a/X)è.

It follows that a/X < 1 from Theorem 5.1. If X > a, then w   = 0, f = G(a/X)£, and

r,(«/X)= 1.

Corollary 5.3. The following are equivalent:

(a) vx = 0 for some v E 9H satisfying tt*v = Xv, X real.

(b)r/(l) > I.

(c) vx — 0 for all v G 9H satisfying t*v = Xv, X real.

Proof. Since £*v = Xv implies log X = P(g), g(z) = G(az/X) is completely de-

termined by g and the result follows from

(4) t=ra>+g(l)t

because the maximal eigenvalue and its positive eigenvectors are  the optimal

solution of Ax =s px, x > 0.
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The property that r)(l) > 1 will be useful later and we call such a function

nonsingular. (If vx ^ 0, then v\p(X) can be thought of as a singular part of v.)

When vx = 0, equation (4) is an eigenvalue equation. Since 2f=1|, = 1, ¿is uniquely

determined by g; that is, £ is independent of v because of the nature of the matrix

g(l) which is completely determined by g.

6. Determination of eigenfunctions. As in the preceding section let A be a matrix

subshift given by a block irreducible matrix A, and let g = S"=0fl«Xiw, G $(X, 9). If

logX = P(g) > loga = h(X), then by Theorem 3.6 we know that g is RPF and

there exists a positive continuous eigenfunction 77 for £ . The purpose of this section

is to explicitly determine 77 in this concrete setting, that is, to compute lim,,^^ X""£"l.

The technique is a matrix analogue of a proof given by Hofbauer [2, §2]; the

essential difference and added difficulty is replacing the use of a standard renewal

theorem for sequences by a calculation with matrix valued analytic functions of a

single complex variable.

We will let £ act componentwise on continuous vector valued functions defined on

Slp , and we will let

*(x)

XEt(x)

Xe(x) j

For n 3= 1 and 1 < z < p let ß be any zz-block ending with z and occurring in X and

define a continuous function on ß+ by WnJ(x) = exp(Sn_xg(ßx)) which is indepen-

dent of the choice of ß. (We will use the notation Skg = 2k=0g ° a'.) If no such ß

exists, set WnJ(w) = 0. Then define the matrix valued function %n(x) by

%(x)=A"-xdiag{WnA(x),...,W„Jx)}A.

A direct calculation shows that for n > 1

%(x)*(x) =
e-sLes'*»Any(x)     ifx

Any(x) if*

Mk,

P(X),

and

£(%*)(x) = e*"A"(J - A)*(x) + %+x(x)*(x).

Let &0(x) = *(x) and &k(x) = £*^. Then

,«('jt) \

S,(x) = £(*)(*)

\ pg(px) j

= e"°(J - A)*(x) + diag{eg(Xx),...,eg(px)}AV(x)

= ea"(J - A)â0(x) + Wx(x)*(x).

Thus by induction

«„(*)=  2 e^'Ak-[(J-A)ân_k + %(xMx).
k=i
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If we set 9>n(x) = X "ên, then this formula can be written as follows:

(**) %=2  ^Ak-x(J-A)%n_k + X-"%(x)*(x).
k=\    K

Notice that the coefficient of 9>n_k in this expression is also the coefficient of zk in

g(z) = G(az/X), which is analytic in \z\<X/a. The next few propositions will

alllow us to take advantage of this connection.

We begin by observing that g(z) = G(az/X) is the same g(z) appearing in §4 and

that (4) can be written as £ = g(l)£ because we are assuming X > a. Hence 7 — g(l)

is a singular matrix.

Proposition 6.1. For \ z |< 1 czzzc7 z ¥= 1, 7 — g(z) is nonsingular.

Proof. The proof is based on the following facts:

(i) The spectral radius of g(l) is 1.

(ii) If a single entry of a primitive matrix is increased, then the spectral radius

increases.

(iii) If f(z) = 2^=0c„z" for | z |< r, cn > 0, and two consecutive c„'s are positive,

then|/(z)|</(|z|)forz ^\z\<r.

Let <f)(z) = (7 — g(z))"'. By Proposition 6.1 c|>(z) is analytic in the unit disk and

z = 1 is the only singular point on the boundary. There exist p X p real matrices U„

such that for | z | < 1

00

n = 0

Proposition 6.2. The function (z — 1)<¡>(z) is analytic on {z: \ z \ < 1 + 8} for some

Ô >0.

Proof. It suffices to show that

üm det(7-g(z))^o
z-1 Z -  1

Define gx(z) by g(z) = zgx(z) and note that 1 is a simple root of det(X7 — g,(l)).

Use the implicit function theorem to write det(X7 — gx(z)) = (X — k(z))K(X, z)

and differentiate

det(7 - zgx(z)) = (1 - zk(z))z"-xK(l/z, z).

Corollary 6.3. The sequence of matrices {Un} is convergent.

Proof. For | z | < 1 we have

00

(z - l)*(z) = -l/0 +  2z"(Un-x-Un).
n=\

By the proposition we just proved, this formula must hold for | z | < 1 + 8 for some

Ô > 0. In particular, for z = 1 we have

lim (z - l)cf>(z) =  lim - Un.
z~* ] n -* oo
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The matrix U = limn^o0Un satisfies two useful equations. First letting z tend to 1

in the equation

(l-z)c|,(z)[7-g(z)]=(l-z)7

yields Ug(l) = U. Similarly g(l)t7 = U, and hence

(5) Ug(l) = U=g(l)U.

Also from cf>( z )[ 7 — g(z)] = 7 we get

n         w   x [g(z) ~#(Q] /•- /■
(1 -z)<i>(z)-^-j-j-£-£

by using g(l)£ = | = /£. Again let z approach 1 to get

(6) <7g'(l)£ = £.

Clearly the set of nonnegative matrices satisfying

Vg(l) = V = g(l)V

is a ray emanating from the origin in the space of all p X p real matrices. Therefore,

U is uniquely determined by equations (5) and (6).

For convenience let

Vn = T~r:AnO-A)

so that g(z) = 2™=xz"+xVn. Since <f>(z) = (7 - g(z))~x can be written <f>(z) =/ +

<J>(z)g(z), we have

i/0 = 7,    UX = U0V0,    U2=U]V0+UQV],

mdUn=U„^V0 + ---+U0V„.i.
We can now return to the computation of the eigenfunctions. First we rewrite (**)

as

«-1 ,

%= 2 K_x-,% + ̂ %*
1 = 0

and form

2 umL/#j=&&0+ 2 Un-\J2 Vj-^&, + ±%*\.
j = 0 j= 1 \ ; = 0 A /

Interchanging the order of summation and using the above formula, we find that

Hl>-<%h-
Let

r = V —ti    6),rr = y — U  M
7=1 XJ

-J   j
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and define a matrix valued function % on ß + byp °y

%(x) =

e **+

"kU   2    -^n-Am,       iOTXEMk,

m=\
xm

Si ,      ,
V 2   T^"\ forxGp(A).

i  Am= 1

Theorem 6.4. The sequence of functions {Tu} converges uniformly on $lp to %.

The proof of Theorem 6.4 is similar to Hofbauer's proof of convergence [2, pp. 228

and 229],

Corollary 6.5. The sequence of functions X""£"(l) converges uniformly on tlp to

H(x) = (1,..., l)%(x)V(x), H(x) > 0 on ß+ anc7 £(77) = X77.

Proof. Just observe that

x"£"(i) = (i,...,i)®n = (i,...,i)r„vp.

7. Bifurcation of equilibrium states. Let g G 6( X, 9) and again consider the series

G(z)=  2 -^-Xz"+XA"(J-A).
«=o«

If some entry diverges when z = 1, then obviously g is an RPF function. So we

assume G(l) is finite and consider tj(1), the maximal eigenvalue of the matrix G(l).

If r/(l) > 1, then g is still an RPF function. The next two propositions show that

tj(1) = 1 is the interesting case.

Proposition 7.1. 7/tj(1) < 1, then 1(g) = 91(A).

Proof. Suppose p E 1(g) and p G 911(A). Then clearly ju( A) < 1 because P(g)

= loga. So there exists Mk such that p(Mk) > 0, where p. also denotes its own

projection on 91t+ . Consider gT = g + tx m ■ Then

k — 1        5 oc s

Gt(z)=  2 ^1 + XA\J - A) + e'2 -^—z^A'(J-Ä)

and for small positive t we still have t/t(1) < 1. But this produces the contradiction

loga = P(gT) 5= p(gT) + s(p) > p(g) + s(p) = P(g) = log a.

Proposition 7.2. Let k^ 0 and set gT — g + TXiwk- # ijO) = l> men gris an RTF

function for t > 0 and I(gT) = 91L(jc) for t < 0.

Proof. This is obvious from the calculation of GT in the previous proof.

We will say the function g G §(X, 9) is at bifurcation if r/(l) = 1. In this section

we will characterize the structure of 7(g) for g at bifurcation in terms of the behavior

of G'(l). Notice that for g at bifurcation P(g) = loga, i.e. X = a and hence

g(z) = G(az/X) = G(z) and 9ÍL( A) C 7(g).

In fact, g is at bifurcation if and only if g is nonsingular and P(g) = loga.

Moreover, I — g(z) is clearly nonsingular for | z | < 1.
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Throughout the rest of this section we will be dealing with uniformly convergent

sequences {g„} in Q(X, 9) and the following notation will be used:

co k

gn=    2   akin)XMt>      ■**(«)  =    2  «/(«).
*=q ;=o

^(g„) = logX„,    gn{z) = Gn(az/Xn),

Gn(z)=  2   eXP{Skk}xn))zk+xAk(J-A),

k=o      «

etc. In addition, vn E 91t+ will always satisfy £*vn — Xnvn. Throughout this section

we will assume that the sequence {gn} C §(X,9) converges uniformly to g.

As in the previous section all the notation without the subscript n will apply to g.

For | z | < 1 we know that

G'(z)=l^±^z^(J-A).
fl = 0 a

This formula also makes sense for z = 1.

Proposition 7.3. The following statements hold:

(a) 7/g is nonsingular, then £„ converges to £.

(b) If g„ is nonsingular for all n, then g„(z) converges to g(z), g'„(z) converges to

g'(z) on \z\< 1 czzzci there exists a subsequence which converges uniformly on compact

subsets.

(c) g is nonsingular if and only if g„( 1 ) converges to g( 1 ).

The proofs of parts (a) and (c) are just matrix arguments and (b) uses normal

families.

From now on we will also assume that the function g is at bifurcation, and X„ > a

for all n. Note that X„ > a implies g„ is RPF and nonsingular. Let

00

[7-g„(z)]-'=<p„(z)=   2  Uk(n)zk
k = 0

and

U(n) = lim Uk(n).
k~x

It is to see that g'(l) «slim^^ g'„(l) and using (6) it can be shown that {U(n)g'n(l)}

is bounded. These facts are used to prove

Proposition 7.4. The sequence {U(n)} is bounded. Moreover, if U(n) converges to

U =£ 0, then {g'„(l)} is bounded.

Proposition 7.5. The following statements hold:

(a) Ifg'(l) is not finite, then limn^0CU(n) = 0.

(b) If g'(l) is finite, then U(n) converges to some U ¥= 0 if and only if g'„(\)

converges iog'(l).
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(c) Ifg'(l) is finite and U(n) converges to U ¥= 0, then

U =   lim (1 - r)tp(r)
r->\-

as well as being the unique solution of Ug(l) = U = g(l)U and í/g'(l)| = £.

(d) If g'(l) is finite, then the only possible cluster points for the sequence {U(n)} are

0 and limr^r(l — r)tp(r).

Proof. Suppose g'(l) is finite and U(n) converges to U. Set

*(*) =   2 (k + l)x¿    K = *(*>„    and    v> = *(*>.
k = 0

It follows that

<(EX)

<(EP)

I

2 (*+i)
* = 0

p)\

p„(MkDEx)
\

Vn(MknEp)

g'nMtn-

If U ¥= 0, then v'n(Q,p ) are bounded and without loss of generality v'n converges

weakly to v". Clearly v"(Mk D E¡) = v'(Mk n E¡) which forces g'„(l)ín to converge

to g'(l)|. If Q is any cluster point of g'„(l), then g| = g'(l)£ and Q s* g'(l) which

implies (2 = g'(l)- This proves half of (b); the rest of the implications follow directly

from the facts at hand.

Proposition 7.6. If the sequence {U(n)} is convergent with limn^coUn = U, then

the sequence of matrix valued functions {%n(x)} is pointwise convergent off of p(X) to

%(x)=e-s'U 2 ■A,

!=1

Proof. Set

M*)
V     eXP(^ + m(«))    ,,.
¿i \m A

Then g„(l) is convergent if and only if hn(k) is convergent and for x E Mk

%n(x) = exp(-sk(n))U(n)hn(k).

Corollary 7.7. If {U(n)} is convergent, then the sequence of eigenfunctions

{Hn(x)} is pointwise convergent off p(X).

Corollary 7.8. If g'(l) is finite and g"„(l) converges to g'(l), then Hn converges

pointwise off p(X) to a positive continuous function H on ß^\p(A) such that

£H(x) = aH(x) for all x G p( X).

The following theorem can be proved by applying the results of this section

together with Theorem 2.4 and Proposition 3.7 to suitable sequences {g„}.
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Theorem 7.9. Suppose g is at bifurcation.

(a) 7/G'(l) is not finite, then 1(g) = tfl(X).

(b) If G'(l) is finite, then there exists a unique p0 E 1(g) such that p0(X) = 0 and

1(g) is the convex hull oftKL(X) and p0. Furthermore, the projection of p0 on 91L+ is

HvwhereH = (l,...,l)%£,

%(x) = e-s*u 2 £a^r^m
m= 1

for x E Mk, and v is the unique element o/91L+ such that t*v — av.
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